
Wings of the Wind 
 

Intro:   Cm//  ///   Eb//  ///   F//  ///    Cm//  ///   ///   Bb//  Cm//  ///   ///   ///             
 

Cm      Bb/C            Cm         Bb     F/A                    Cm     
Fly like an eagle on the wings of the wind   Draw near to the Lord,             listen  to him         
                   Cm  Bb/C        Cm        Bb       F/A                         Cm     
Soar ever higher, seek his face       Gaze on his majesty,         in the secret  place 
Pre-chorus 

      Bb         F/A             C(no 3)               Bb          F/A          C(no 3)                
Be still and know he is God,        Be still and know he is God   
 
Chorus 
                   Cm                 Eb                   F         Cm   
Fly like an eagle,   to the heavens     Soar ever higher  on the wings of the wind 
                   Cm                Eb  
Fly like an eagle,   look to the heavens 
                            F                              Cm 
Set your sights higher            Dwell with him             (Last chorus:  tag last line)  
    

Verse 2 
Cm         Bb/C          Cm    Bb       F/A                             Cm     
We share in his death, we share in his life  He has ascended,     we’re there by his side 
                    Cm             Bb/C           Cm             Bb       F/A                Cm     
We are his priesthood, chosen and blessed   With him we reign,         in him we rest 
                 Bb           F/A                             C(no 3)              Bb              F/A              C(no 3)                
Pre:  We arise and shine for our light has come and the glory of the Lord is risen on us 
 
 

Bridge   (dynamics down)        
Cm/Bb                    F/A      Fm/Ab                         Cm        
     We wait on the Lord             and he gives us strength       
Cm/Bb                    F/A      Fm/Ab                         Cm 
     We lift up our wings,             we will run and not faint      (REPEAT these 2 lines) 
             Bb       F/A         Cm      Cm            Bb       F/A       Cm     Cm                
We a - rise,                                          We arise,    (REPEAT this line) 
 

Repeat chorus after 3rd chorus: 
Cm//  ///   ///   ///   Eb//  ///   ///   ///                F//  ///   ///   ///                 Cm//  ///   ///    ///    
Fly,          fly,          fly,               fly like an eagle on the wings of the wind (REPEAT line) 
 

End section: 
  O  - - - -   O  - - - -  O - - - - - 
Bb//  ///    F7/A //  ///   Cm//  ///   ///   ///            (play this 3X)  
 
4th time: Bb//  ///  F7/A //  ///  F2/Ab/  ///   ///   ///   G7sus//  ///   G7//  ///   Cm ///   ///                                                                                 


